Professional Waveguides

Auto-Tech specializes in horns and
waveguides for home hi-fi and Public
Address as well as complete speakers.
Horns are optimized for loading and
pressure linearity, represented by the
JMLC line (1000, 400, 350, 200). From the
other hand waveguides are optimized for
directivity control and represented by the
OSWG or Minphase family (designed by
eng. Michael Gerstgrasser).
Our products if carefully implemented
increase clarity of sound in small rooms.
Without a trainee listener can enjoy
spatial cues of acoustic venue and
experience better articulation of many
instruments like violins, cellos, drums,
strings, trumpets as well as human voice.

Hand made in Lublin, Poland available in fiberglass or carbon fiber. Finished in gloss:
white, black, yellow, green or blue. Painted in RAL acrylics or softcoatings.

Performance plots:
STX D800-Ti 1” driver
(OSWG) and D1300-Ti 2”
driver, Bruel&Kjaer 4149
condenser microphone, no
smoothing, power averaged
response (red)
OSWG-12, constant
directivity 12” waveguide
to be crossed above 1.2kHz
1” throat, size: 19x35cm
Minphase waveguide, smooth
sound field, to be used
above 500Hz, 1”/1.4”/2”
throat, size 40x94cm
JMLC-1000, small tweeter
horn to be used above 2kHz,
1” throat, size: 8x19cm
JMLC-400, tweeter horn to
be crossed above 800Hz,
1”/1.4” throat, size:
32x48cm
JMLC-350, midrange-tweeter
horn to be used above
350Hz, 1”/1.4”/2” throat,
size: 32x60cm
JMLC-200, bass horn to be
used above 200Hz, 6”-7.5”
throat, size: 60x96cm
Baffle mount is possible for
all types however not
recommended for JMLC
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Minimum phase horns (or short Minphase) by ing. Michael Gerstgrasser. This
are state-of-the-art Gauss optimized horns that offer smoothest sound field with
controlled directivity (CD) and good look. Above example with a flat 3”
diaphragm.

1. Le Cléac'h horns (JMLC) that compromise superb pressure linearity, good
bass extension, and time domain behavior. Below example with
TAD2001, voltage amplifier in red and current amplifier in blue.

2. Oblate Spheroidal (OS) controlled directivity waveguides with minimal
Bessel modes contamination (horn honk)

3. Elliptical bi-axial horns that minimize axial mouth diffraction and
floor/ceiling reflections.

More questions?
Call us:
+48 81 441-8479 Office,
+48 602 106 005 Mobil Deutsch,
+48 602 647 173 Handy English,
info@autotech.pl for pricing, orders
jzagaja@gmail.com for design issues.

